Iterative estimating - July 22 &. 24~ 1961
Project delivery demonds often require thot 0 project be storted
in the field before full controct documents ore complete ond 0
full and accurate cost estimate can be prepared. On projects of
this type a method of early commmiting to a cost structure must be
adopted. The iterative technique is such a method that often 1s
used, both consciously and intuitively by contractors and
managers of construction.
The iterative system consists of preparing a set of cost
estimates, progressively refined as the construction documents
are brought to completion. The up front requirements for an effective
iterative system include:
1. Early aSSignment of both the contractor and the
arChitect/engineer to the project
2. A closely controlled and mutually cooperative effort by
the client, the architect/engineer and the contractor.
"
3. Clearly defined authority and responsibilities among the
pro j ect team
4. Mutual respect among the parties involved
5. A clearly defined project team leader
Once the team is selected and the goals &. objectives to be met for success
arespelled out actual project wort< can begin. Meeting certain front
end conditions con often help assure a good project launch. Some
of these include:

1. The client should have a c6refully prepared proforma
properly adjusted to reflect amounts commited to various
elements of the project. The important need for the proforma is that
it allows all parties invOlved to reasonobly budget their wort<.
2. All restrictions on design &. construction of the project should be
made t<nown to the client's project monogment teom.
3. A pIon of the worK process should be prepared and mode
avoiloble for the guidance of the project team

4. The program for the project should have been prepared at
as early a date os possible. It may prove best to assemble the
project team first and then have them write the program os a
collaborative effort.

5. Adequote funding should be olJocoted to properly
accomplish this very importont front end work. It is in the front end
preparation that the funds for the project ore real1y commHed.
As project work approoches the pOint where the design &
construction team can with some certainty identify major
features of the focility, 0 line Hem description of cost elements should be
tobuloted (wHhout costs) providing space for insertion of 011 moterial,
lobor, equipment, overhead, generol requirements, general conditions,
profit, and other costs opplicable. Into this format target costs should be
inserted in a form thot wi11 allow progressive refinement of the item cost
defi niti on as desi gn proceeds.
When the design is to 0 point where a actuol first blush estimate con be
prepared using the design as a basis, the contractor, the architect!
engineer and the client jointly prepore a bose estimate by major line Hem.
This estimate may only contain 50 to 75 line items; or it may be more
exhaustive H possible and desired. The detail level of the base estimate
depends to a great extent on the extent of acceptoble early selection of
materials, equipmemt and systems to be used in the construction.
The base estimate is often prepared after the architect/engineer
has completed early design development studies, and can
i nte 11 i gent 1y answer questions about the components of the project
needed to best meet the cHent's needs.
Some guidellnes are appropriate in preparing the base estimate:
1. The documents used should be
dated

cleorl~
"

identHied and

2. The estimotes prepored should be clearly identified and
dated
3. The line Hem breakdown should be based on a component system
acceptable to the cHent, the architect!engineer and the
contractor. One system frequently used is the UCI 16 code basic
breaKdown. This con be eloborated upon to olmost ony degree os
the iterative estimating proceeds.
4. Regular pOints in time should be established at which to
further refine the previous estimate and publlsh the succeeeding
estimote for review, critique & approval.

5. A sign off procedure must be established for both design
documents and corresponding estimate pockoges so th/jt a cle/jr
understonding is hod of the current stotus of opprovols,
porticulorly design concepts ond mojor component cost.
The b/jse estimate along with the earlier pro forma o11ocotion now
provides the fundamental tools with which the project team works
to both design the project and to control estimated construction costs of
the job.
Once the bose estimate is prepared it is reviewed &. evoluoted against the
desired target as set by the pro forma, ond the project team
headed by the contracting force agrees on revisions to the Hne
items, one by one, to bring current bose estimated project costs
in line with pro formo targets.
These review &. onolyses moy test the true mettle of the project team and
truly demonstote how competent they are individually and
co11ectively to engage in such on exercise.
Of critical importance to the success of such a venture is for
the project team to maintain on absolutely open mind to the point
where a decision has to be mode as to design direction to be
followed as a result of the bose estimate review. In the bose
estimate review several pOints should be kept in mind. These
include:

1. Those elements of cost that produce overuns compared to the initial
proforma must be examined to deterimine how their cost con be
reduced or the item ehminoted.
2. Core should be token to early identify that are on the client's need,
wont &. wish list.
The items needed are those thot if reduced in Quality or Quantity moke
the project less usable than is truly needed. They should generolly
be kept intoct so for as Quality and Quontity is concerned. However good
volue engineering moy produce cost savings in alternative systems.
The items of wont are usuol1y those that ore desired by the client but
are not essentiol to achieving his fundomentol need. The wont items
can usuo11y be considered to provide a return on investment odeQuote to
, justify their inclusion. Such 0 wont item might be coffee room spoce

that improves employee productivity and satfsfaction by giving needed
rest time away from the desk. The cost here can be justified by the
increased value of the employee to the firm.
Wish Hems are those the chent dreams he would like and is wining to
pay for, even 11 there a zero or tj negative return on the investment.
Wish Hems are more easily removed in the early stages of budgeting,
estimating and designing, than later when everyone's heart has been set
on having them in the job.
Pay"§p-ecially careful attention to wish Hems.
3. As the line item - by Hne item cost anolysis of the design
development work is discussed, adjustments are made to the design
documents to reflect changes needed to bring the next line Hem
estimate (line Hem estimate # 1 - the 1st was the base estimat.e) again
into conformance with the proforma desires and financial capabilities
of the cHent.
4. After the base estimate review is completed ond approved by those
involved, the design team proceeds to further refine the design
development package to reflect changes deemed necessary. During this
period certain parts of the design may actually be moved into
schematiCS, preliminaries or even final construction documents.
5. In the next predetermined Hne Hem review further cost analyses are
mode of the design work to date ond line Hem estimate #2 is prepared.
By now the I ine Hem estimate is being rounded into a fairly
comprehensive statement of t.he octuol costs that can be expected to be
incurred. The design revision ond refinement process is now repeated to
result in a document package for line Hem estimate #3. By this time
most of the design work should hove proceeded into preliminaries or
final construction documents. In fact it may be that some of the design
has proceeded to a poi nt where actua 1 constructl on contracts with
specialty contractors have been executed and early procurement and
field work has storted.
6. The cycle desribed above is repeated until the entire project team is
sotfsfied the designed project can octually be constructed for the cost
set out in the beginning (and possibly adjusted by the client as the
iterative process has proceeded).
7. At this point the chent, the contractor or both may desire to enter
into a guaranteed maximum price for the work as contained in the

design documents os defined in hne extimote ~? Such on ogreement
then shifts the responsibility ond the 110bihty for meeting such costs
entirely on the contractor provided the design documents are produced
in accordance with the line item estimate forming the basis of the GMP.
This generally ends t.he iterative estimating process and the GNP
negotiation period. However the details of subsequent actions, along with
the proper packaging of the construction documents is on essential
ingredient to the success of the Herat ive technique.
(To be continued)

